
Jan’s Character

Boastful

Helpful

Outgoing

ShyShort

GregariousTall

TimidMedium build

WittyLarge

RudeCorpulent

AngryRotund

ModestPlump

IntensePortly

QuietStout

PlacidStocky

VolatileMuscularUntidy

FriendlyRiggedNeat

UnfriendlyWiryWell-groomed

WarmSkinnySmart

ColdDelicateTeenageBedraggled

PleasantTrimAdolescentCrumpled

AmiableSlightly builtAncientDirty

FriendlyBonyElderlyScruffy

DishonestCadaverousOldUnkempt

MeanSkeletalYouthfulRagged

GreedyWillowyJuvenileTidy
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CharacterPhysiqueAgeAppearance

1………………………

2………………………

3………………………

4………………………

5………………………

6………………………

7………………………

8………………………

Use the table to 
select 8 
adjectives that 
you think best 
describe Jan’s 
character. 




Jan’s Character

1………………………

2………………………

3………………………

4………………………

5………………………

6………………………

7………………………

8………………………          



Use the table to select 8 adjectives that you think best describe Jan’s character. 

		Appearance		Age		Physique		Character

		Dishevelled		Middle-aged		Thin		Proud

		Immaculate		Young		Slim		Vain

		Tidy		Juvenile		Willowy		Greedy

		Ragged		Youthful		Skeletal		Mean

		Unkempt		Old		Cadaverous		Dishonest

		Scruffy		Elderly		Bony		Friendly

		Dirty		Ancient		Slightly built		Amiable

		Crumpled		Adolescent		Trim		Pleasant

		Bedraggled		Teenage		Delicate		Cold

		Smart		Skinny		Warm

		Well-groomed		Wiry		Unfriendly

		Neat		Rigged		Friendly

		Untidy		Muscular		Volatile

		Stocky		Placid

		Stout		Quiet

		Portly		Intense

		Plump		Modest

		Rotund		Angry

		Corpulent		Rude

		Large		Witty

		Medium build		Timid

		Tall		Gregarious

		Short		Shy

		Outgoing

		Helpful

		Boastful













































































POINT EXAMPLE EXPLANATION

Detail about Jan Quote from the 
book

Comment on point and example

Jan is poor, alone 
and unloved.

p.56 ‘Lying on a 
heap of rubble 
she saw a ragged 
boy… His cheeks 
were thin and pale 
and his eyes were 
closed.’

Jan is destitute and nearly starving.  He has no 
parents, no home and nobody to look after him.

He cares more 
about animals than 
people.

p.57 Although Ruth is trying to help and take care of him, 
he is only comforted by his pet cockerel

He is spiteful 
towards Edek.

p.84

He is dishonest and 
a thief.

p.105 Despite stealing and lying, he shares all his loot with 
the other children, making sure they have enough to 
eat.

He begins to 
appreciate Ruth’s 
love and care.

p.110.’

He decides that he 
cares more for his 
friends that his 
animals

p.177 ‘With a 
great effort of 
will, he shed 
Lugwig from his 
mind and turned 
to his friends.’

Jan becomes more 
mature

p.177

He becomes a true 
member of the 
Balicki family

p.181 For the first time in his life, the love of his family is 
more valuable to him than material treasures

Jan’s Character Development  (Differentiated SEN Version)



Inform/Explain/Describe – Writing Frame

Describe Jan’s character and explain how he has changed 
by the end of the novel.

Introduction

Jan is a young orphan living in the ruins of war torn Warsaw. Jan is a tough character 
and a clear survivor. His character changes and develops as he forges a strong 
relationship with the Balicki children and shares their objective of reuniting all their 
family members together.

Paragraph 1

Jan is first met in Warsaw as Joesph Balicki is searching the ruins of his old house…

Paragraph 2

Jan is described as…

Paragraph 3

At the start of the story, he is…. However this begins to change when….

Paragraph 4

By the end of the novel, Jan has changed dramatically. As he develops relationships, 
he finds purpose in his life. He becomes…

Conclusion



HOW TO REMEMBER THE FEATURES OF 

PERSUASIVE WRITING

Structure:

•opening statement

•series of points + elaboration / evidence

•summary and restatement of opinion

Language features:

Present Tense

Emotive Language

Rhetorical Questions

Similes and Metaphors

Use Repetition

Address the reader

Short sentences for impact

I=First Person

Varied Connectives

E (Rhymes with 3 = Lists of Three.)














How does the story end?

Re-read pages 183 – 187 and note down the problems that

each of the children have to deal with after the war.

Bronia:

Edek:

Jan:

Ruth:





UNKNOWN-0



UNKNOWN-1
















How does the story end?

Re-read pages 183 – 187 and note down the problems that

each of the children have to deal with after the war.

Bronia:

Edek:

Jan:

Ruth:





UNKNOWN-0



UNKNOWN-1







The Swiss Community…

Which nationalities 
lived there?

1………………………………………..

2……………………………………….

3……………………………………….

4………………………………………

5………………………………………

6………………………………………

7………………………………………

Situated where?
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………..

Paid for by whom?

…………………………………
…………………………………
…………………………………
…………………………………
…………………………………
…………………………………
…………………………………
…………………………………
…………………………………
…………………………………
………………………………….

‘Here at last they would find a real …………., with no fear 
of being driven out among ……………. again.  They would be 
educated in ‘…………., ………….. and …………….’. (p.184) 

What was 
special about 
the children 
who lived 
there?

…………………………
…………………………
…………………………
…………………………

How many 
children lived in 
each 
house?……………

Joseph and 
Margrit became 
………………………… of 
the ………………………. 
house.




The Swiss Community…













Which nationalities lived there?

1………………………………………..

2……………………………………….

3……………………………………….

4………………………………………

5………………………………………

6………………………………………

7………………………………………

Situated where?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Paid for by whom?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

‘Here at last they would find a real …………., with no fear of being driven out among ……………. again.  They would be educated in ‘…………., ………….. and …………….’. (p.184) 

What was special about the children who lived there?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

How many children lived in each house?……………



Joseph and Margrit became ………………………… of the ………………………. house.











Punctuation Proof-Read OHT

Read the following sentences and copy them down, adding 
punctuation where needed.

1 the old lady ran down the road she walked into the sweet 
shop and asked for a mars bar

2 ice cream melts in the sunlight it is not a good idea to 
leave it out of the fridge

3 Do you enjoy your free time if not then why now take up a 
new hobby fishing can be fun

4 sarah called jenny where are you

5 bang went the gun she fell to the floor



Argue,Persuade, Advise– Writing Frame

Do you think that ‘The Silver Sword’ ends on a positive and believable note? Give 
reasons for your response and use quotation to back up your opinions.

Introduction

I think that ‘The Silver Sword’ ends on a believable note because the Balicki family 
are reunited, however, they are forced to cope with a number of difficult personal 
problems.  These problems are similar to those faced by hundreds of thousands of 
refugees. Despite being realistic, I think that the ending is positive because…

Paragraph 1

The problems that the members of the family face are…

Paragraph 2

The characters all cope with their problems differently. For example…

Paragraph 3

At the end of the book the family are reunited and try to rebuild their lives in a 
community in Switzerland. The community…

Conclusion
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